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Abstract
We construct the Drinfeld twists (or factorizing F -matrices) of the supersymmetric
model associated with quantum superalgebra Uq(gl(m|n)), and obtain the completely
symmetric representations of the creation operators of the model in the F -basis pro-
vided by the F -matrix. As an application of our general results, we present the explicit
expressions of the Bethe vectors in the F -basis for the Uq(gl(2|1))-model (the quantum
t-J model).
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1 Introduction
It was realized in [1] that for the XXX or XXZ spin chain systems, there exists a non-
degenerate lower-triangular F -matrix (the Drinfeld twists) [2] in terms of which the R-matrix
of the system is factorized:
R12(u1, u2) = F
−1
21 (u2, u1)F12(u1, u2), (1.1)
where the R-matrix acts on the tensor space V ⊗V with V being a 2-dimensional Uq(gl(2))-
module. In the basis provided by the N -site F -matrix, i.e. the so-call F -basis, the entries
of the monodromy matrices of the models appear in completely symmetric forms. As a
result the Bethe vectors of the models are dramatically simplified and can be written down
explicitly. These results enabled the authors in [3, 4] to compute form factors, correlation
functions [5] and spontaneous magnetizations of the systems analytically and explicitly.
The results of [1] were generalized to other systems. In [6], the Drinfeld twists associated
with any finite-dimensional irreducible representations of Yangian Y [gl(2)] were investigated.
In [7], Albert et al constructed the F -matrix of the rational gl(m) Heisenberg model, obtained
a polarization free representation of its creation operators and resolved the hierarchy of
its nested Bethe vectors. In [8, 9], the Drinfeld twists of the elliptic XYZ and Belavin
models were constructed. Recently we have successfully constructed the Drinfeld twists for
the rational gl(m|n) supersymmetric model and resolved the hierarchy of its nested Bethe
vectors in the F -basis [10, 11]. Quantum integrable models associated with Lie superalgebras
[12, 13, 14] are physically important because they give strongly correlated fermion models
of superconductivity (e.g. [15, 16]).
In this paper, we extend our results in [10, 11] to the quantum (or q-deformed) su-
persymmetric model associated the quantum superalgebra Uq(gl(m|n)) (including quantum
supersymmetric t-J model as a special case). Such a generalization is non-trivial due to the
following fact. It is well-known that the gl(m|n) rational model has gl(m|n) symmetry which
enables one to express the creation operators Ci(u) in terms of the element Tm+n,m+n(u) of
the monodromy matrix T (u) and the generators of gl(m|n) by (anti)commutation relations
[7, 11]. However, the corresponding quantum model is not Uq(gl(m|n)) invariant (unless
appropriate boundary conditions are imposed). One of the consequences is that the creation
operators Ci(u) of the quantum model cannot be expressed in terms of Tm+n,m+n(u) and the
generators of Uq(gl(m|n)) by simple q-(anti)commutation relations. Indeed, it is found in
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this paper that extra quantum correction terms are needed, due to the non-trivial coproduct
structure of the quantum superalgebra. Having found such a new recursive relation (3.37)
and constructed the factorizing F -matrices of the quantum model, we obtain the symmetric
representations of the creation operators of the monodromy matrix in the F -basis. These
results make possible a complete resolution of the hierarchy of the nested Bethe vectors of
the Uq(gl(m|n)) model. As an example, we give the explicit expressions of the Bethe vectors
of the quantum t− J model associated with Uq(gl(2|1)).
The present paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce some basic notation
on the quantum superalgebra Uq(gl(m|n)). In section 3, we derive the recursive relation
between the elements of the monodromy matrix and the generators of Uq(gl(m|n)). In
section 4, we construct the F -matrix and its inverse of the Uq(gl(m|n)) model. In section
5, we obtain the symmetric representations of the creation operators in the F -basis. As an
application of our general results, the hierarchy of the nested Bethe vectors of the Uq(gl(2|1))
model is resolved in section 6. We conclude the paper by offering some discussions in section
7. Some detailed technical derivations are given in Appendices A-B.
2 Quantum superalgebra Uq(gl(m|n))
Let us fix two non-negative integers n, m such that n + m ≥ 2 and a positive integer
N (≥ 2), and a generic complex number η such that the q-deformation parameter, which
is defined by q = eη, is not a root of unity. Let V be a Z2-graded (n + m)-dimensional
vector space with the orthonormal basis {|i〉, i = 1, . . . , n +m}. The Z2-grading is chosen
as: [1] = . . . = [m] = 1, [m+ 1] = . . . = [m+ n] = 0.
Definition 1 The quantum superalgebra Uq(gl(m|n)) is a Z2-graded unital associative super-
algebra generated by the generators Ei,i, (i = 1, . . . , n+m) and Ej,j+1, Ej+1,j (j = 1, . . . , n+
m− 1) with the Z2-grading [E
i,i] = 0, [Ej+1,j] = [Ej,j+1] = [j] + [j + 1] by the relations:
[Ei,i, Ei
′,i′] = 0, [Ei,i, Ej,j+1] = (δi,j − δi,j+1)E
i,j+1, i′ = 1, . . . , n+m, (2.1)
[Ei,i, Ej+1,j] = (δi,j+1 − δi,j)E
j+1,j, (2.2)
[Ej,j+1, Ej
′+1,j′] = (−1)[j]δj,j′
qh
j
− q−h
j
q − q−1
, j′ = 1, . . . , n+m− 1, (2.3)
and the Serre relations:
(Em,m+1)2 = (Em+1,m)2 = 0,
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[Ej,j+1, Ej
′,j′+1] = [Ej+1,j, Ej
′+1,j′] = 0, |j − j′| ≥ 2, (2.4)
(Ej,j+1)2Ej±1,j±1+1 − (q + q−1)Ej,j+1Ej±1,j±1+1Ej,j+1
+Ej±1,j±1+1(Ej,j+1)2 = 0, j 6= m,
(Ej+1,j)2Ej±1+1,j±1 − (q + q−1)Ej+1,jEj±1+1,j±1Ej+1,j
+Ej±1+1,j±1(Ej+1,j)2 = 0, j 6= m,
where hj = (−1)[j]Ej,j − (−1)[j+1]Ej+1,j+1. In addition to the above Serre relations, there
exist also extra Serre relations [17] which we omit.
Here and throughout, we adopt the convention:
[x, y] = xy − (−1)[x][y]yx, x, y ∈ Uq(gl(m|n)).
One can easily see that the Z2-graded vector space V supplies the fundamental Uq(gl(m|n))-
module and the generators of Uq(gl(m|n)) are represented in this space by
π(Ei,i) = ei,i, π(E
j,j+1) = ej,j+1, π(E
j+1,j) = ej+1,j, (2.5)
where ei,j ∈ End(V ) is the elementary matrix with elements (ei,j)
l
k = δjkδil.
Uq(gl(m|n)) is a Z2-graded triangular Hopf superalgebra endowed with Z2-graded algebra
homomorphisms that are coproduct ∆: Uq(gl(m|n)) −→ Uq(gl(m|n))⊗Uq(gl(m|n)) defined
by
∆(Ei,i) = 1⊗ Ei,i + Ei,i ⊗ 1, i = 1, . . . , n+m, (2.6)
∆(Ej,j+1) = 1⊗Ej,j+1 + Ej,j+1 ⊗ qh
j
, (2.7)
∆(Ej+1,j) = q−h
j
⊗ Ej+1,j + Ej+1,j ⊗ 1, (2.8)
and counit ǫ: Uq(gl(m|n)) −→ C defined by
ǫ(Ej,j+1) = ǫ(Ej+1,j) = ǫ(Ei,i) = 0, ǫ(1) = 1,
and a Z2-graded algebra antiautomorphism (antipode) S: Uq(gl(m|n)) −→ Uq(gl(m|n))
given by
S(Ej,j+1) = −Ej,j+1q−h
j
, S(Ej+1,j) = −qh
j
Ej+1,j, S(Ei,i) = −Ei,i.
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Multiplications of tensor products are Z2 graded:
(x⊗ y)(x′ ⊗ y′) = (−1)[y][x
′]xx′ ⊗ yy′,
for homogeneous elements x, y, x′, y′ ∈ Uq(gl(m|n)) and where [x] ∈ Z2 denotes the grad-
ing of x. It should be pointed out that the antipode satisfies the following equation, for
homogeneous elements x, y ∈ Uq(gl(m|n)),
S(xy) = (−1)[x][y]S(y)S(x),
and generalizes to inhomogeneous elements through linearity. The coproduct, counit and
antipode satisfy the following relations, ∀x ∈ Uq(gl(m|n)) :
(∆⊗ id)∆(x) = (id⊗∆)∆(x), (2.9)
(ǫ⊗ id)∆(x) = x = (id⊗ ǫ)∆(x),
m(S ⊗ id)∆(x) = m(id⊗ S)∆(x) = ǫ(x),
where m denote the product of any two elements of Uq(gl(m|n)), i.e., m(x ⊗ y) = xy for
x, y ∈ Uq(gl(m|n)).
The generators {Ej,j+1} ( {Ej+1,j}) are the simple raising (lowering) generators of Uq(gl(m|n))
associated with the simple roots. Thanks to the Serre relations, the other generators asso-
ciated with the non-simple roots (called the non-simple generators) can be uniquely con-
structed through the simple ones by the following relations:
Eα,γ = Eα,βEβ,γ − q−(−1)
[β]
Eβ,γEα,β, 1 ≤ α < β < γ ≤ n+m, (2.10)
Eγ,α = Eγ,βEβ,α − q(−1)
[β]
Eβ,αEγ,β, 1 ≤ α < β < γ ≤ n+m. (2.11)
The coproduct, counit and antipode of the non-simple generators can be obtained through
those of the simple ones. Here, we give the coproduct of non-simple generators which will
be used later.
Lemma 1 The coproduct of the non-simple generators is
∆(Eγ,γ−l) = q−
∑l
k=1 h
γ−k
⊗ Eγ,γ−l + Eγ,γ−l ⊗ 1
+
l−1∑
i=1
(1−q2(−1)
[γ−l+i]
)q−
∑l−i
k=1 h
γ−k
Eγ−l+i,γ−l⊗Eγ,γ−l+i, γ − l ≥ 1 and l ≥ 2, (2.12)
∆(Eγ,γ+l) = 1⊗ Eγ,γ+l + Eγ,γ+l ⊗ q
∑l−1
k=0 h
γ+k
+
l−1∑
i=1
(1−q−2(−1)
[γ+i]
)Eγ+i,γ+l ⊗ Eγ,γ+iq
∑l−1
k=i h
γ+k
, γ + l ≤ n+m and l ≥ 2. (2.13)
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Proof. This lemma can be proved by induction using the coproducts of the simple generators
(2.6)-(2.8), the definitions of the non-simple generators (2.10)-(2.11) and the fact that the
coproduct is an algebra homomorphism, as well as (2.1)-(2.3) and the Serre relation (2.4). 
3 Recursive relation between monodromy matrix ele-
ments and Uq(gl(m|n)) generators
Let R ∈ End(V ⊗ V ) be the R-matrix associated with the fundamental Uq(gl(m|n))-module
V . The R-matrix depends on the difference of two spectral parameters u1 and u2 associated
with two copies of V , and is, in the present grading, given by [13, 14, 18]
R12(u1, u2) = R12(u1 − u2)
= c12
m∑
i=1
ei,i ⊗ ei,i +
m+n∑
i=m+1
ei,i ⊗ ei,i + a12
m+n∑
i 6=j=1
ei,i ⊗ ej,j
+ b−12
m+n∑
i>j=1
(−1)[j]ei,j ⊗ ej,i + b
+
12
m+n∑
j>i=1
(−1)[j]ei,j ⊗ ej,i, (3.1)
where
a12 = a(u1, u2) ≡
sinh(u1 − u2)
sinh(u1 − u2 + η)
, b±12 = b
±(u1, u2) ≡
e±(u1−u2) sinh η
sinh(u1 − u2 + η)
, (3.2)
c12 = c(u1, u2) ≡
sinh(u1 − u2 − η)
sinh(u1 − u2 + η)
, (3.3)
and η is the so-called crossing parameter. One can easily check that the R-matrix satisfies
the unitary relation
R21R12 = 1. (3.4)
Let us introduce the (N + 1)-fold tensor product space
N+1︷ ︸︸ ︷
V ⊗ V · · · ⊗ V , whose components
are labelled by 0, 1 . . . , N from the left to the right. As usual, the 0-th space, denoted by V0
( Vi for the i-th space), corresponds to the auxiliary space and the other N spaces constitute
the quantum space H =
N︷ ︸︸ ︷
V ⊗ V · · · ⊗ V . Moreover, for each factor space Vi, i = 0, . . . , N ,
we associate a complex parameter zi. The parameter associated with the 0-th space is
usually called the spectral parameter which is set to z0 = u in this paper, and the other
parameters are called the inhomogeneous parameters. In this paper we always assume that
all the complex parameters u and {zi|i = 1, . . . , N} be generic ones. Hereafter we adopt the
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standard notation: for any matrix A ∈ End(V ), Aj (or A(j)) is an embedding operator in
the tensor product space, which acts as A on the j-th space and as an identity on the other
factor spaces; Rij = Rij(zi, zj) is an embedding operator of R-matrix in the tensor product
space, which acts as an identity on the factor spaces except for the i-th and j-th ones.
The R-matrix satisfies the graded Yang-Baxter equation (GYBE)
R12R13R23 = R23R13R12. (3.5)
In terms of the matrix elements defined by
R(u)(|i′〉 ⊗ |j′〉) =
∑
i,j
R(u)i
′j′
ij (|i〉 ⊗ |j〉),
the GYBE reads ∑
i′,j′,k′
R(u1 − u2)
i′j′
ij R(u1 − u3)
i′′k′
i′k R(u2 − u3)
j′′k′′
j′k′ (−1)
[j′]([i′]+[i′′])
=
∑
i′,j′,k′
R(u2 − u3)
j′k′
jk R(u1 − u3)
i′k′′
ik′ R(u1 − u2)
i′′j′′
i′j′ (−1)
[j′]([i]+[i′]).
Besides the GYBE, the R-matrix satisfies the following relation
R12∆(x) = P12∆(x)P
−1
12 R12, (3.6)
where P12 is the superpermutation operator, i.e., P12(|i〉 ⊗ |j〉 = (−1)
[i][j]|j〉 ⊗ |i〉.
Using the coproduct structure of Uq(gl(m|n)), one can define the action of Uq(gl(m|n))
on the (N +1)-fold tensor product space. For any x ∈ Uq(gl(m|n)), let us denote the action
of x on the (N + 1)-fold tensor product space by (x)0...N :
(x)0...N = ∆
(N)(x) = (id⊗∆(N−1))∆(x). (3.7)
By a straightforward calculation, one has
Lemma 2
(Ei,i)0...N =
N∑
k=0
Ei,i(k), i = 1, . . . , n+m, (3.8)
(Ej,j+1)0...N =
N∑
k=0
Ej,j+1(k) q
∑N
i=k+1 h
j
(i), j = 1, . . . , n +m− 1, (3.9)
(Ej+1,j)0...N =
N∑
k=0
q
−
∑k−1
i=0 h
j
(i)Ej+1,j(k) , j = 1, . . . , n+m− 1, (3.10)
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where Ei,j(k) is the embedding of ei,j in the tensor product space, which acts as ei,j on the k-th
space and as identity on the other factor spaces.
The actions of non-simple generators can be obtained from those of simple ones through
(2.10) and (2.11).
Let SN+1 denote the permutation group of the N +1 space labels (0, . . . , N). The GYBE
(3.5) and unitary relation (3.4) of R-matrix allow one to introduce the following mapping.
Definition 2 One can define a mapping from SN+1 to End(V0 ⊗ H) which associate in a
unique way an element Rσ0...N ∈ End(V0 ⊗ H) to any element σ of the permutation group
SN+1. The mapping has the following composition law
Rσσ
′
0...N = P
σ Rσ
′
0...N (P
σ)−1Rσ0...N = R
σ′
σ(0...N)R
σ
0...N , ∀σ, σ
′ ∈ SN+1, (3.11)
where Pσ is the Z2-graded permutation operator on the tensor product space, i.e., P
σ|i0〉(0) . . . |iN〉(N) =
|i0〉(σ(0)) . . . |iN〉(σ(N)). For any elementary permutation σj with σj(0, . . . , j, j + 1, . . . , N) =
(0, . . . , j + 1, j, . . . , N), j = 0, . . . , N , the corresponding R
σj
0...N is
R
σj
0...N = Rj j+1. (3.12)
For any element σ ∈ SN+1, the corresponding R
σ
0...N can be constructed through (3.11) and
(3.12) as follows. Let σ be decomposed in a minimal way in terms of elementary permutation
as σ = σβ1 . . . σβp where the positive integer p is the length of σ. The composition law enables
one to obtain the expression of the associated Rσ0...N . The GYBE (3.5) and (3.4) guarantee
the uniqueness of Rσ0...N . For the special element σc of SN+1,
σc = σ0σ1 . . . σN−1, namely, σc(0, 1, . . . , N) = (1, 2, . . . , N, 0), (3.13)
the associated Rσc0...N is given by
T (u) ≡ T0(u) = T0,1...N(u) = R
σc
0...N = R0NR0N−1 . . . R01. (3.14)
Thus Rσc0...N is the quantum monodromy matrix T (u) of the Uq(gl(m|n)) spin chain on an
N -site lattice. By the GYBE, one may prove that the monodromy matrix satisfies the GYBE
R00′(u− v)T0(u)T0′(v) = T0′(v)T0(u)R00′(u− v). (3.15)
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Define the transfer matrix t(u)
t(u) = str0T (u), (3.16)
where str0 denotes the supertrace over the auxiliary space. Then the Hamiltonian of our
model is given by
H =
d ln t(u)
du
|u=0. (3.17)
This model is integrable thanks to the commutativity of the transfer matrix for different
parameters,
[t(u), t(v)] = 0, (3.18)
which can be verified by using the GYBE.
The fundamental relation (3.6) and the co-associativity (2.9) of the coproduct of Uq(gl(m|n))
enable one to prove the following result, using the procedure similar to that in [1] for the
non-super case,
Proposition 1 The mapping defined in Definition 2 satisfies the following relation
Rσ0...N (x)0...N = P
σ (x)0...N (P
σ)−1Rσ0...N , ∀x ∈ Uq(gl(m|n)), σ ∈ SN+1. (3.19)
One may decompose the monodromy matrix T (u) in terms of the basis of End(V0) as
T (u) =
n+m∑
i,j=1
Ti,j(u)E
i,j
(0) ≡
n+m∑
i,j=1
Ti,j(u)ei,j, (3.20)
where the matrix elements Ti,j(u) are operators acting on the quantum space H and have
the Z2-grading: [Ti,j(u)] = [ei,j] = [i] + [j]. Similarly, for the quantities defined in Lemma 2,
we have the decomposition:
(Ei,i)0...N = E
i,i
(0) +
N∑
k=1
Ei,i(k) = ei,i + (E
i,i)1...N , i = 1, . . . , n+m, (3.21)
(Ej,j+1)0...N = E
j,j+1
(0) q
∑N
k=1 h
j
(k) +
N∑
k=1
Ej,j+1(k) q
∑N
i=k+1 h
j
(i)
= ej,j+1 q
(hj)1...N + (Ej,j+1)1...N , j = 1, . . . , n+m− 1, (3.22)
(Ej+1,j)0...N = E
j+1,j
(0) + q
−h
j
(0)
N∑
k=1
q−
∑k−1
i=1 h
j
(i)Ej+1,j(k)
= ej+1,j + q
−hj (Ej+1,j)1...N , j = 1, . . . , n+m− 1, (3.23)
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where hj = (−1)
[j]ej,j−(−1)
[j+1]ej+1,j+1. Without confusion, hereafter we adopt the following
convention:
ei,i′ = E
i,i′
(0) , i, i
′ = 1, . . . , n+m, (3.24)
hj = h
j
(0) = (−1)
[j]ej,j − (−1)
[j+1]ej+1,j+1, j = 1, . . . , n+m− 1, (3.25)
Ei,i = (E
i,i)1...N =
N∑
k=1
Ei,i(k), i = 1, . . . , n+m, (3.26)
Hj = (−1)
[j]Ej,j − (−1)
[j+1]Ej+1,j+1, j = 1, . . . , n+m− 1, (3.27)
Ej,j+1 = (E
j,j+1)1...N =
N∑
k=1
Ej,j+1(k) q
∑N
i=k+1 h
j
(i), j = 1, . . . , n+m− 1, (3.28)
Ej+1,j = (E
j+1,j)1...N =
N∑
k=1
q−
∑k−1
i=1 h
j
(i)Ej+1,j(k) , j = 1, . . . , n+m− 1, (3.29)
and similar convention for the non-simple generators. Then the operators {Ei,j} are the
operators which act non-trivially on the quantum space H and trivially (i.e. as an identity)
on the auxiliary space V0. From (3.13), we have
Pσc (hj)0...N (P
σc)−1 = hj +Hj, j = 1, . . . , n+m− 1, (3.30)
Pσc (Ej,j+1)0...N (P
σc)−1 = qhj Ej,j+1 + ej,j+1, j = 1, . . . , n+m− 1, (3.31)
Pσc (Ej+1,j)0...N (P
σc)−1 = ej,j+1q
−Hj + Ej+1,j, j = 1, . . . , n+m− 1. (3.32)
Using (3.21)-(3.23), (3.30)-(3.32) and Lemma 1, we have
Proposition 2
(Eγ,γ−l)0...N = q
−
∑l
k=1 hγ−kEγ,γ−l + eγ,γ−l
+
l−1∑
i=1
(1−q2(−1)
[γ−l+i]
)q−
∑l−i
k=1 hγ−keγ−l+i,γ−l Eγ,γ−l+i, γ − l ≥ 1 and l ≥ 2, (3.33)
Pσc(Eγ,γ−l)0...N(P
σc)−1 = eγ,γ−lq
−
∑l
k=1Hγ−k + Eγ,γ−l
+
l−1∑
i=1
(1−q2(−1)
[γ−l+i]
) eγ,γ−l+i q
−
∑l−i
k=1Hγ−kEγ−l+i,γ−l, γ − l ≥ 1 and l ≥ 2,(3.34)
(Eγ,γ+l)0...N = Eγ,γ+l + eγ,γ+lq
∑l−1
k=0Hγ+k
+
l−1∑
i=1
(1−q−2(−1)
[γ+i]
)eγ+i,γ+lEγ,γ+iq
∑l−1
k=iHγ+k , γ + l ≤ n +m and l ≥ 2, (3.35)
Pσc (Eγ,γ+l)0...N (P
σc)−1 = eγ,γ+l + q
∑l−1
k=0 hγ+k Eγ,γ+l
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+l−1∑
i=1
(1−q−2(−1)
[γ+i]
)eγ,γ+i q
∑l−1
k=i hγ+kEγ+i,γ+l, γ + l ≤ n+m and l ≥ 2, (3.36)
Substituting (3.35) and (3.36) into Proposition 1, we obtain our main result in this section:
Theorem 1 The matrix elements Tn+m,n+m−l(u) (l = 1, . . . , n +m − 1) of the monodromy
matrix can be expressed in terms of Tn+m,n+m(u) and the generators of Uq(gl(m|n)) by the
following recursive relation:
Tn+m,n+m−l(u) =
=
(
q−(−1)
[n+m]
En+m−l,n+mTn+m,n+m(u)− Tn+m,n+m(u)En+m−l,n+m
)
q−
∑l
k=1Hn+m−k
−
l−1∑
α=1
(1− q−2(−1)
[n+m−α]
)Tn+m,n+m−α(u)En+m−l,n+m−αq
−
∑l
k=α+1Hn+m−k . (3.37)
The proof of this theorem is relegated to Appendix A.
We call the second term in the R.H.S. of (3.37) quantum correction term, which vanishes in
the rational limit (q → 1). Moreover, such a nontrivial correction term only occurs in the
higher rank models (i.e., when n +m ≥ 3). In the rational limit: q → 1, (3.37) reduces to
the (anti)commutation relations used in [7, 11]. For some special values of m and n, the
associated recursive relations in the present grading become:
• For the Uq(gl(1|1)) case:
T2,1(u) =
[
q−1E1,2T2,2(u)− T2,2(u)E1,2
]
q−H1. (3.38)
• For the Uq(gl(2|1)) case which corresponds to the quantum t− J model:
T3,2(u) =
[
q−1E2,3T3,3(u)− T3,3(u)E2,3
]
q−H2, (3.39)
T3,1(u) =
[
q−1E1,3T3,3(u)− T3,3(u)E1,3
]
q−H2−H1
−(1− q2)T3,2(u)E1,2q
−H1. (3.40)
• For the Uq(gl(2|2)) case which corresponds to the quantum EKS model [15]:
T4,3(u) =
[
q−1E3,4T4,4(u)− T4,4(u)E3,4
]
q−H3, (3.41)
T4,2(u) =
[
q−1E2,4T4,4(u)− T4,4(u)E2,4
]
q−H3−H2
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−(1 − q−2)T4,3(u)E2,3q
−H2, (3.42)
T4,1(u) =
[
q−1E1,4T4,4(u)− T4,4(u)E1,4
]
q−H3−H2−H1
−(1 − q−2)T4,3(u)E1,3q
−H2−H1
−(1 − q2)T4,2(u)E1,2q
−H1. (3.43)
4 Factorizing F-matrices and their inverses
In this section, we construct the Drinfeld twists [2] (factorizing F-matrices) on the N -fold
tensor product space (i.e. the quantum space H) associated with the quantum superalgebra
Uq(gl(m|n)).
4.1 Factorizing F-matrix
Let SN be the permutation group associated with the indices (1, . . . , N) and R
σ
1...N the N -site
R-matrix associated with σ ∈ SN . R
σ
1...N acts non-trivially on the quantum space H and
trivially (i.e as an identity) on the auxiliary space.
Definition 3 The F-matrix F1...N(z1, . . . , zN ) is an operator in End(H) and satisfies the
following three properties:
• I. lower-triangularity;
• II. non-degeneracy;
• III. factorization, namely,
Fσ(1)...σ(N)(zσ(1), . . . , zσ(N))R
σ
1...N = F1...N (z1, . . . , zN), ∀σ ∈ SN . (4.1)
Define the N -site F -matrix:
F1...N ≡ F1...N(z1, . . . , zN) =
∑
σ∈SN
n+m∑
ασ(1)...ασ(N)=1
∗ N∏
j=1
P
ασ(j)
σ(j) S(σ, ασ)R
σ
1...N , (4.2)
where P αi is the embedding of the project operator P
α in the i-th space with (P α)kl = δklδkα.
The sum
∑∗ in (4.2) is over all non-decreasing sequences of the labels ασ(i):
ασ(i+1) ≥ ασ(i) if σ(i+ 1) > σ(i),
ασ(i+1) > ασ(i) if σ(i+ 1) < σ(i), (4.3)
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and S(σ, ασ) is a c-number function of σ, ασ and the element cij of the R-matrix, defined by
S(σ, ασ) ≡ exp
{
1
2
N∑
l>k=1
(
1− (−1)[ασ(k)]
)
δασ(k),ασ(l) ln(1 + cσ(k)σ(l))
}
. (4.4)
Proposition 3 The F-matrix F1...N given by (4.2)-(4.4) satisfies the properties I, II, III.
Proof. The definition of F1...N (4.2) and the summation condition (4.3) imply that F1...N is a
lower-triangular matrix. Moreover, one can easily check that the F -matrix is non-degenerate
because all diagonal elements are non-zero.
We now prove that the F -matrix (4.2) satisfies the property III. Any given permutation
σ ∈ SN can be decomposed into elementary ones of the group SN as σ = σi1 . . . σik . By
(3.11), we have, if the property III holds for any elementary permutation σi,
Fσ(1...N)R
σ
1...N =
= Fσi1 ...σik (1...N)R
σik
σi1 ...σik−1 (1...N)
R
σik−1
σi1 ...σik−2 (1...N)
. . . R
σi1
1...N
= Fσi1 ...σik−1 (1...N)R
σik−1
σi1 ...σik−2 (1...N)
. . . R
σi1
1...N
= . . . = Fσi1 (1...N)R
σi1
1...N = F1...N . (4.5)
For the elementary permutation σi, we have
Fσi(1...N)R
σi
1...N =
=
∑
σ∈SN
∗∑
ασiσ(1)
...ασiσ(N)
N∏
j=1
P
ασiσ(j)
σiσ(j)
S(σiσ, ασiσ)R
σ
σi(1...N)
Rσi1...N
=
∑
σ∈SN
∗∑
ασiσ(1)
...ασiσ(N)
N∏
j=1
P
ασiσ(j)
σiσ(j)
S(σiσ, ασiσ)R
σiσ
1...N
=
∑
σ˜∈SN
∗(i)∑
ασ˜(1)...ασ˜(N)
N∏
j=1
P
ασ˜(j)
σ˜(j) S(σ˜, ασ˜)R
σ˜
1...N ,
(4.6)
where σ˜ = σiσ, and the summation sequences of ασ˜ in
∑∗(i) now has the form
ασ˜(j+1) ≥ ασ˜(j) if σiσ˜(j + 1) > σiσ˜(j),
ασ˜(j+1) > ασ˜(j) if σiσ˜(j + 1) < σiσ˜(j). (4.7)
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Comparing (4.7) with (4.3), we find that the only difference between them is the transposition
σi factor in the “if” conditions. For a given σ˜ ∈ SN with σ˜(j) = i and σ˜(k) = i+ 1, we now
examine how the elementary transposition σi will affect the inequalities (4.7). If |j− k| > 1,
then σi does not affect the sequence of ασ˜ at all, that is, the sign of inequality “ > ” or “≥”
between two neighboring root indexes is unchanged with the action of σi. If |j−k| = 1, then
in the summation sequences of ασ˜, when σ˜(j + 1) = i + 1 and σ˜(j) = i, sign “≥” changes
to “ > ”, while when σ˜(j + 1) = i and σ˜(j) = i+ 1, “ > ” changes to “≥”. Thus (4.3) and
(4.6) differ only when equal labels ασ˜ appear. With the help of the relation c21c12 = 1, one
may prove that in this case the product Fσi(1...N)R
σi
1...N still equals F1...N (see [10] for a more
detailed proof). Thus, we obtain
Rσ1...N(z1, . . . , zN) = F
−1
σ(1...N)(zσ(1), . . . , zσ(N))F1...N (z1, . . . , zN), (4.8)
and the factorizing F -matrix F1...N of Uq(gl(m|n)) is proved to satisfy all three properties.

From the expression of the F -matrix, one knows that it has an even grading, i.e.,
[F1...N ] = 0. (4.9)
4.2 Inverse of the F-matrix
The non-degenerate property of the F -matrix implies that we can find the inverse matrix
F−11...N . To do so, we first define
F ∗1...N =
∑
σ∈SN
n+m∑
ασ(1)...ασ(N)=1
∗∗
S(σ, ασ)R
σ−1
σ(1...N)
N∏
j=1
P
ασ(j)
σ(j) , (4.10)
where the sum
∑∗∗ is taken over all possible αi which satisfies the following non-increasing
constraints:
ασ(i+1) ≤ ασ(i) if σ(i+ 1) < σ(i),
ασ(i+1) < ασ(i) if σ(i+ 1) > σ(i). (4.11)
Proposition 4 The inverse of the F -matrix is given by
F−11...N = F
∗
1...N
∏
i<j
∆−1ij , (4.12)
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where
[∆ij ]
βiβj
αiαj
= δαiβiδαjβj


sinh(zi − zj)
sinh(zi − zj + η)
if αi > αj
sinh(zj − zi)
sinh(zj − zi + η)
if αi < αj,
1 if αi = αj = m+ 1, . . . , n+m,
−4 sinh2(zi − zj) cosh
2 η
sinh(zi − zj + η) sinh(zi − zj − η)
if αi = αj = 1, . . . , m.
(4.13)
Proof. We compute the product of F1...N and F
∗
1...N . Substituting (4.2) and (4.10) into the
product, we have
F1...NF
∗
1...N =
∑
σ∈SN
∑
σ′∈SN
∗∑
ασ1 ...ασN
∗∗∑
βσ′
1
...βσ′
N
S(σ, ασ)S(σ
′, βσ′)
×
N∏
i=1
P
ασ(i)
σ(i) R
σ
1...NR
σ′
−1
σ′(1...N)
N∏
i=1
P
βσ′(i)
σ′(i)
=
∑
σ∈SN
∑
σ′∈SN
∗∑
ασ1 ...ασN
∗∗∑
βσ′
1
...βσ′
N
S(σ, ασ)S(σ
′, βσ′)
×
N∏
i=1
P
ασ(i)
σ(i) R
σ′
−1
σ
σ′(1...N)
N∏
i=1
P
βσ′(i)
σ′(i) . (4.14)
To evaluate the R.H.S., we examine the matrix element of the R-matrix(
Rσ
′−1σ
σ′(1...N)
)ασ(N)...ασ(1)
βσ′(N)...βσ′(1)
. (4.15)
Note that the sequence {ασ} is non-decreasing and {βσ′} is non-increasing. Thus the non-
vanishing condition of the matrix element (4.15) requires that ασ and βσ′ satisfy
βσ′(N) = ασ(1), . . . , βσ′(1) = ασ(N). (4.16)
One can verify [7] that (4.16) is fulfilled only if
σ′(N) = σ(1), . . . , σ′(1) = σ(N). (4.17)
Let σ¯ be the maximal element of the SN which reverses the site labels
σ¯(1, . . . , N) = (N, . . . , 1). (4.18)
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Then from (4.17), we have
σ′ = σσ¯. (4.19)
Substituting (4.16) and (4.19) into (4.14), we have
F1...NF
∗
1...N =
∑
σ∈SN
∗∑
ασ1 ...ασN
S(σ, ασ)S(σ, ασ)
N∏
i=1
P
ασ(i)
σ(i) R
σ¯
σ(N...1)
N∏
i=1
P
ασ(i)
σ(i) .
(4.20)
The decomposition of Rσ¯ in terms of elementary R-matrices is unique module the GYBE.
One reduces from (4.20) that FF ∗ is a diagonal matrix:
F1...NF
∗
1...N =
∏
i<j
∆ij. (4.21)
Then (4.12) is a simple consequence of the above equation. 
5 Monodromy matrix in the F -basis
In the previous section, we have constructed the F -matrix and its inverse which act on
the quantum space H. The non-degeneracy of the F -matrix means that its column vectors
also form a complete basis of H, which is called the F -basis. In this section, we study the
generators of Uq(gl(m|n)) and the elements of the monodromy matrix in the F -basis.
5.1 Uq(gl(m|n)) generators in the F -basis
The Cartan generators {Ei,i} (or {Hj}) and the simple generators {Ej,j+1}, {Ej+1,j} of
Uq(gl(m|n)) are realized on H by {Ei,i} (or {Hj}), {Ej,j+1} and {Ej+1,j}, respectively, as
(3.26)-(3.29). The other non-simple generators {Ei,j} can be obtained from the simple ones
by (2.10) and (2.11), and denote their realizations on H by {Ei,j}. Introduce the generators
in the F -basis:
E˜i,j = F1...NEi,jF
−1
1...N , i, j = 1, . . . , n+m. (5.1)
Theorem 2 In the F -basis the Cartan and the simple generators of Uq(gl(m|n)) are given
by
E˜i,i = Ei,i =
N∑
k=1
Ei,i(k), i = 1, . . . , n+m, (5.2)
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E˜j,j+1 =
N∑
k=1
Ej,j+1(k) ⊗γ 6=k G
j,j+1
(γ) (k, γ), j = 1, . . . , n+m− 1, (5.3)
E˜j+1,j =
N∑
k=1
Ej+1,j(k) ⊗γ 6=k G
j+1,j
(γ) (k, γ), j = 1, . . . , n+m− 1. (5.4)
Here the diagonal matrices Gγ,γ±1(j) (i, j) are:
• For 1 < γ + 1 ≤ m,
(Gγ,γ+1(j) (i, j))kl = δkl


2e−η cosh η, k = γ,
(2aij cosh η)
−1 eη, k = γ + 1,
1, otherwise,
(5.5)
(Gγ+1,γ(j) (i, j))kl = δkl


2e−η cosh η, k = γ + 1,
(2aji cosh η)
−1 eη, k = γ,
1, otherwise,
(5.6)
• For γ = m,
(Gγ,γ+1(j) (i, j))kl = δkl


2e−η cosh η, k = γ,
e−η, k = γ + 1,
1, otherwise,
(5.7)
(Gγ+1,γ(j) (i, j))kl = δkl


(2aji cosh η)
−1eη, k = γ,
(aji)
−1 eη, k = γ + 1,
1, otherwise,
(5.8)
• For 1 +m ≤ γ < n+m,
(Gγ,γ+1(j) (i, j))kl = δkl


(aij)
−1 eη, k = γ,
e−η, k = γ + 1,
1, otherwise,
(5.9)
(Gγ+1,γ(j) (i, j))kl = δkl


(aji)
−1 e−η, k = γ + 1,
eη, k = γ,
1, otherwise.
(5.10)
Proof. Using (3.26)-(3.29), Proposition 1 and the composition law of R-matrices (3.11),
one can prove the Theorem. Here, without losing the generality, we give the proof for the
generator E˜1,2 as an example.
¿From the expressions of F1...N and its inverse, we have
E˜1,2 =
∑
σ,σ′∈SN
∗∑
ασ(1)...ασ(N)
∗∗∑
βσ′(1)...βσ′(N)
S(σ, ασ)S(σ
′, βσ′)
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×
N∏
i=1
P
ασ(i)
σ(i) R
σ
1...N(E
1,2)1...NR
σ′
−1
σ′(1...N)
N∏
i=1
P
βσ′(i)
σ′(i)
∏
i<j
∆−1ij
=
∑
σ,σ′∈SN
∗∑
ασ(1)...ασ(N)
∗∗∑
βσ′(1)...βσ′(N)
S(σ, ασ)S(σ
′, βσ′)
×
N∏
i=1
P
ασ(i)
σ(i) [(P
σ
1...N(E
1,2)1,...,NP
σ−1
1...N )]R
σ′
−1
σ
σ′(1...N)
N∏
i=1
P
βσ′(i)
σ′(i)
∏
i<j
∆−1ij (5.11)
=
∑
σ,σ′∈SN
N∑
k=1
E1,2(σ(l))q
∑N
i=l+1 h
1
(σ(i))
∗∑
ασ(1)...ασ(N)
∗∗∑
βσ′(1)...βσ′(N)
S(σ, ασ)S(σ
′, βσ′)
×P
ασ(1)=1
σ(1) . . .
(
P
ασ(l)=1→2
σ(l)=k
)
. . . P
ασ(N)
σ(N) R
σ′−1σ
σ′(1...N)
N∏
i=1
P
βσ′(i)
σ′(i)
∏
i<j
∆−1ij , (5.12)
where in (5.11) we have used (3.19) and l stands for indices between 1 and N such that
σ(l) = k. Here and below, 1 → 2 in (5.12) means that ασ(l) = 1 is replaced by ασ(l) = 2 in
the site σ(l) = k. The element of Rσ
′−1σ
σ′(1...N) between
P
ασ(1)=1
σ(1) . . .
(
P
ασ(l)=1→2
σ(l)=k
)
. . . P
ασ(N)
σ(N) and P
βσ′(N)
σ′(N) . . . P
βσ′(1)
σ′(1) is denoted as
(
Rσ
′−1σ
σ′(1...N)
) σ(N)ασ(N)...σ(l)=k1→2 ...σ(1)1
βσ′(N)...βσ′(1)
. (5.13)
We call the sequence {ασ(l)} normal if it is arranged according to the rules in (4.3), otherwise,
we call it abnormal.
It is now convenient for us to discuss the non-vanishing condition of the R-matrix element
(5.13). Comparing (5.13) with (4.15), we find that the difference between them lies in the
kth site. Because the group label in the kth space has been changed, the sequence {ασ} is
now a abnormal sequence. However, it can be permuted to the normal sequence by some
permutation σˆk. Namely, α1→2 in the abnormal sequence can be moved to a suitable position
by using the permutation σˆk according to rules in (4.3). (It is easy to verify that σˆk is unique
by using (4.3).) Thus, by procedure similar to that in the previous section, we find that when
σ′ = σˆkσσ¯ and βσ′(N) = ασ(1), . . . , βσ′(1) = ασ(N), (5.14)
the R-matrix element (5.13) is non-vanishing.
Because the non-zero condition of the elementary R-matrix element Ri
′j′
ij is i+ j = i
′+ j′,
the following R-matrix elements(
Rσ
′−1σ
σ′(1...N)
) σ(N)ασ(N)...σ(l)=k1 ... σ(p)1→2...σ(1)1
βσ′(N)...βσ′(1)
, (5.15)
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with 1 ≤ p ≤ l are also non-vanishing.
Therefore, (5.12) becomes
E˜1,2 =
∑
σ∈SN
N∑
k=1
∗∑
ασ1 ...ασN
S(σ, ασ)S(σˆkσ, ασˆkσ)
×
[
E1,2(σ(l))q
∑N
i=l+1 h
1
(σ(i))P
ασ(1)=1
σ(1) . . . P
ασ(l)=1→2
σ(l)=k . . . P
ασ(N)
σ(N)
+ . . .
+ E1,2(σ(p))q
∑N
i=n+1 h
1
(σ(i))P
ασ(1)=1
σ(1) . . . P
ασ(p)=1→2
σ(p) . . . P
ασ(l)=1
σ(l)=k . . . P
ασ(N)
σ(N)
+ . . .
+E1,2(σ(1))q
∑N
i=2 h
1
(i)P
ασ(1)=1→2
σ(1) . . . P
ασ(l)=1
σ(l)=k . . . P
ασ(N)
σ(N)
]
×R
σ¯σ−1σˆ−1
k
σ
σˆkσ(N...1)
N∏
i=1
P
ασˆkσ(i)
σˆkσ(i)
∏
i<j
∆−1ij (5.16)
=
N∑
k=1
E1,2(k) ⊗j 6=k G
1,2
(j)(k, j), (5.17)
where index p runs between 1 and l and σˆk is the element of SN which permutes the first
abnormal sequence in the square bracket of (5.16) to normal sequence. Using the similar
procedure, one can prove the Theorem for other generators. 
The non-simple generators E˜γ,γ±l (for l ≥ 2) can be obtained through the simple ones by
(2.10) and (2.11).
Some remarks are in order. (5.2) implies that
H˜j = Hj, j = 1, . . . , N, (5.18)
which will be used frequently. In the rational limit: η → 0 (or q → 1), our results reduce to
those in [11] and those in [7] for the special case m = 0.
5.2 Creation operators in the F -basis
Among the matrix elements of the mondromy matrix Ti,j(u), the operators Tn+m,n+m−l(u)
(l = 1, . . . , n+m− 1) are called creation operators [5] and are usually denoted by
Cn+m−l(u) = Tn+m,n+m−l(u), l = 1, . . . , n+m− 1. (5.19)
In the F -basis, they become
C˜n+m−l(u) = F1...NCn+m−l(u)F
−1
1...N , l = 1, . . . , n+m− 1. (5.20)
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Let us denote Tn+m,n+m(u) by D(u) and the corresponding operator in the F -basis by
D˜(u) = F1...ND(u)F
−1
1...N . (5.21)
Proposition 5 D˜(u) is a diagonal matrix given by
D˜(u) = ⊗Ni=1diag (a0i, . . . , a0i, 1)(i) . (5.22)
Proof. From (3.20), we derive that
D(u)P n+m0 = Tn+m,n+m(u)en+m,n+m = P
n+m
0 T0,1...N(u)P
n+m
0 . (5.23)
Acting the F -matrix from the left on the both sides of the above equation, we have
F1...ND(u)P
n+m
0 =
∑
σ∈SN
∗∑
ασ(1)...ασ(N)
S(σ, ασ)
N∏
i=1
P ασ
σ(i)R
σ
1...NP
m+n
0 T0,1...N(u)P
m+n
0
=
∑
σ∈SN
∗∑
ασ(1)...ασ(N)
S(σ, ασ)
N∏
i=1
P ασ
σ(i)P
m+n
0 T0,σ(1...N)(u)P
m+n
0 R
σ
1...N .
(5.24)
Following [7], we can split the sum
∑∗ according to the number of occurrences of the index
m+ n.
F1...ND(u)P
n+m
0 =
∑
σ∈SN
N∑
k=0
∗∑
ασ(1)...ασ(N)
S(σ, ασ)
N∏
j=N−k+1
δασ(j),m+nP
ασ(j)
σ(j)
×
N−k∏
j=1
P
ασ(j)
σ(j) P
m+n
0 T0,σ(1...N)(u)P
m+n
0 R
σ
1...N . (5.25)
Consider the prefactor of Rσ1...N . We have
N−k∏
j=1
P
ασ(j)
σ(j)
N∏
j=N−k+1
Pm+n
σ(j) P
m+n
0 T0,σ(1...N)(u)P
m+n
0
=
N−k∏
j=1
P
ασ(j)
σ(j)
N∏
j=N−k+1
(
R0σ(j)
)m+n m+n
m+n m+n
Pm+n0 T0,σ(1...N−k)(u)P
m+n
0
N∏
j=N−k+1
Pm+n
σ(j)
=
N−k∏
j=1
P
ασ(j)
σ(j) P
m+n
0 T0,σ(1...N−k)(u)P
m+n
0
N∏
j=N−k+1
Pm+n
σ(j)
=
N−k∏
i=1
(
R0σ(i)
)m+nασ(i)
m+nασ(i)
N−k∏
j=1
P
ασ(j)
σ(j)
N∏
j=N−k+1
Pm+n
σ(j) P
n+m
0
=
N−k∏
i=1
a0 σ(i)
N−k∏
j=1
P
ασ(j)
σ(j)
N∏
j=N−k+1
Pm+n
σ(j) P
n+m
0 , (5.26)
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where a0i = a(u, zi). Substituting (5.26) into (5.25), we have
F1...ND(u) = ⊗
N
i=1diag (a0i, . . . , a0i, 1)(i) F1...N . (5.27)
This completes the proof of the proposition. 
By means of the expressions of the generators of Uq(gl(m|n)) in the previous subsection,
combining with the Theorem 1 and Proposition 5, we have
Theorem 3 In the F -basis the creation operators Cn+m−l(u) (l = 1, . . . , n+m−1) are given
by
C˜n+m−l(u) =
(
q−(−1)
[n+m]
E˜n+m−l,n+mD˜(u)− D˜(u)E˜n+m−l,n+m
)
q−
∑l
k=1Hn+m−k
−
l−1∑
α=1
(1−q−2(−1)
[n+m−α]
)C˜n+m−α(u)E˜n+m−l,n+m−αq
−
∑l
k=α+1Hn+m−k .(5.28)
For some special values of m and n, we have:
• For m = 0 and n = 2 (namely, the Uq(gl(2) case), our general results reduce to those
in [1].
• For the Uq(gl(2|1)) case,
C˜2(u) =
(
q−1E˜2,3D˜(u)− D˜(u)E˜2,3
)
q−H2
=
N∑
i=1
e−(u−zi) sinh η
sinh(u− zi + η)
E2,3(i)
⊗j 6=idiag
(
sinh(u− zj)
sinh(u− zj + η)
,
2 sinh(u− zj) cosh η
sinh(u− zj + η)
, 1
)
(j)
, (5.29)
C˜1(u) =
(
q−1E˜1,3D˜(u)− D˜(u)E˜1,3
)
q−H1−H2 − (1− q2)C˜2(u)E˜1,2q
−H1
=
N∑
i=1
e−(u−zi) sinh η
sinh(u− zi + η)
E1,3(i) ⊗j 6=i diag
(
2 sinh(u− zj) cosh η
sinh(u− zj + η)
,
sinh(u− zj) sinh(zi − zj + η)
sinh(zi − zj) sinh(u− zj + η)
, 1
)
(j)
+
N∑
i 6=j=1
ezj−u sinh(u− zi) sinh
2 η[ezj−zi + 2 sinh(zi − zj)]
sinh(u− zi + η) sinh(u− zj + η) sinh(zi − zj)
E1,2(i) ⊗ E
2,3
(j)
21
⊗k 6=i,j
(
2 sinh(u− zk) cosh η
sinh(u− zk + η)
,
sinh(u− zk) sinh(zi − zk + η)
sinh(zi − zk) sinh(u− zk + η)
, 1
)
(k)
.
(5.30)
6 Bethe vectors in the F -basis
The explicit expressions of the creation operators of the Uq(gl(m|n)) monodromy matrix in
the F -basis, given in previous section, enable us to resolve the hierarchy of the nested Bethe
vectors of the model associated with Uq(gl(m|n)). Here, we take the quantum t − J model
(i.e. the Uq(gl(2|1))-model) as an example to demonstrate the procedure. The generalization
to the general Uq(gl(m|n)) case is straightforward.
In the framework of the standard algebraic Bethe ansatz method [19], the Bethe vector
of the quantum supersymmetric t-J model is given by
ΩN =
∑
d1...dα
(Ω(1)α )
d1...dαCd1(v1) . . . Cdα(vα)|vac〉, (6.1)
where α is a positive integer and di = 1, 2, |vac〉 is the pseudo-vacuum state
|vac〉 = ⊗Ni=1

 00
1


(i)
, (6.2)
and (Ω
(1)
α )d1...dα are functions of the spectral parameters vj, and are the vector components
of the nested Bethe vector Ω(1). The nested Bethe vector Ω(1) is given by
Ω(1)α = C
(1)(v
(1)
1 )C
(1)(v
(1)
2 ) · · ·C
(1)(v
(1)
β )|vac〉
(1), (6.3)
where β is a positive integer and |vac〉(1) is the nested pseudo-vacuum state
|vac〉(1) = ⊗αi=1
(
0
1
)
(i)
. (6.4)
The creation operator of the nested Uq(gl(2)) system C
(1)(u) is the lower-triangular entry of
the nested monodromy matrix T (1)(v(1))
T (1)(v(1)) = r0α(v
(1) − vα)r0α−1(v
(1) − vα−1) . . . r01(v
(1) − v1)
≡
(
A(1)(v(1)) B(1)(v(1))
C(1)(v(1)) D(1)(v(1))
)
, (6.5)
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and the nested R-matrix is
r12(u1, u2) ≡ r12(u1 − u2) =


c12 0 0 0
0 a12 −b
+
12 0
0 −b−12 a12 0
0 0 0 c12

 . (6.6)
(6.5) implies that the nested system is a Uq(gl(2)) spin chain on α-site lattice and the
corresponding inhomogeneous parameters are {vi|i = 1, . . . , α}. So, in the following, we
shall adopt the same convention for the the nested system as that in previous sections but
the inhomogeneous parameters will be replaced by {vi}.
Acting the associated F -matrix on the pseudo-vacuum state (6.2), one finds that the
pseudo-vacuum state is invariant. It is due to the fact that only terms with roots equal to
3 will produce non-zero results. Therefore, the Uq(gl(2|1)) Bethe vector (6.1) in the F -basis
can be written as
Ω˜N (v1, . . . , vα) ≡ F1...NΩN(v1, . . . , vα)
=
∑
d1...dα
(Ω(1)α )
d1...dαC˜d1(v1) . . . C˜dα(vα)|vac〉. (6.7)
The c-number coefficient (Ω
(1)
α )d1...dα has to be evaluated in the original basis, not in the
F -basis.
6.1 Nested Bethe vectors in the F -basis
Let us first compute the nested Bethe vectors in the F -basis. For the nested R-matrix (6.6),
we define the α-site F and F ∗-matrices by
F
(1)
1...α =
∑
σ∈Sα
2∑
ασ(1)...ασ(α)=1
∗ α∏
j=1
P
ασ(j)
σ(j) S¯
(1)(c, σ, ασ)r
σ
1...α, (6.8)
F
∗(1)
1...α =
∑
σ∈Sα
2∑
ασ(1)...ασ(α)=1
∗∗
S¯(1)(c, σ, ασ)r
σ−1
σ(1...α)
α∏
j=1
P
ασ(j)
σ(j) , (6.9)
respectively, where the c-number function S¯(1) is given by
S¯(1)(c, σ, ασ) ≡ exp{
α∑
l>k=1
δασ(k),ασ(l) ln(1 + cσ(k)σ(l))}. (6.10)
Therefore the inverse of the F -matrix can be represented in terms of the F ∗-matrix as
(F
(1)
1...α)
−1 = F
∗(1)
1...α
∏
i<j
(∆¯
(1)
ij )
−1, (6.11)
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with
∆¯
(1)
ij = diag
(
4 sinh2(vi − vj) cosh
2 η
sinh(vi − vj + η) sinh(vi − vj − η)
,
sin(vj − vi)
sinh(vj − vi + η)
,
sinh(vi − vj)
sinh(vi − vj + η)
,
4 sinh2(vi − vj) cosh
2 η
sinh(vi − vj + η) sinh(vi − vj − η)
)
.
With the help of the F -matrix (6.8) and its inverse, one may compute the α-site Uq(gl(2))
generator E˜1,2 in the F -basis,
E˜1,2 =
α∑
i=1
E1,2(i) ⊗j 6=i
(
2e−η cosh η,
eη sinh(vi − vj + η)
2 sinh(vi − vj) cosh η
)
(j)
. (6.12)
Define D˜(1)(u) = F
(1)
1...αD
(1)(u)(F
(1)
1...α)
−1. From Proposition 5, we obtain
D˜(1)(u) = ⊗αi=1
(
sinh(u− vi)
sinh(u− vi + η)
,
sinh(u− vi − η)
sinh(u− vi + η)
)
(i)
. (6.13)
The creation operator in the F -basis is then obtained with the help of the nested R-matrix
(6.6) and Theorem 3 in the case of m = 2 and n = 0, and is given by
C˜(1)(u) = (qE˜1,2D˜(u)− D˜(u)E˜1,2)q
−H1
= −
α∑
i=1
e−(u−vi) sinh η
sinh(u− vi + η)
E1,2(i) ⊗j 6=i
(
2 sinh(u− vj) cosh η
sinh(u− vj + η)
,
sinh(vi − vj + η) sinh(u− vj − η)
2 sinh(vi − vj) sinh(u− vj + η) cosh η
)
(j)
, (6.14)
Applying F
(1)
1...α to the nested Bethe vector Ω
(1)
α (6.3), we obtain
Ω˜(1)α (v
(1)
1 , . . . , v
(1)
β ) ≡ F
(1)
1...αΩ
(1)(v
(1)
1 , . . . , v
(1)
β )
= s(c)C˜(1)(v
(1)
1 )C˜
(1)(v
(1)
2 ) . . . C˜
(1)(v
(1)
β )|vac〉
(1), (6.15)
where we have used F
(1)
1...α|vac〉
(1) =
∏
i<j(1 + cij)|vac〉
(1) ≡ s(c)|vac〉(1).
Substituting C˜(1)(v) into (6.15), we obtain
Ω˜(1)α (v
(1)
1 , . . . , v
(1)
β ) = s(c)C˜
(1)(v
(1)
1 ) . . . C˜
(1)(v
(1)
β ) |vac〉
(1)
= s(c)
∑
i1<...<iβ
B
(1)
β (v
(1)
1 , . . . , v
(1)
β |vi1 , . . . , viβ)E
1,2
(i1)
. . . E1,2(iβ) |vac〉
(1) , (6.16)
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where
B
(1)
β (v
(1)
1 , . . . , v
(1)
β |v1, . . . , vβ)
=
∑
σ∈Sβ
β∏
k=1
(
−
e−(v
(1)
k
−vσ(k)) sinh η
sinh(v
(1)
k − vσ(k) + η)
)
×
α∏
j 6=σ(k),...,σ(β)
sinh(vσ(k) − vj + η) sinh(v
(1)
k − vj − η)
2 sinh(vσ(k) − vj) sinh(v
(1)
k − vj + η) cosh η
×
β∏
l=k+1
2 cosh η sinh(v
(1)
k − vσ(l))
sinh(v
(1)
k − vσ(l) + η)
. (6.17)
6.2 Bethe vectors of the quantum supersymmetric t-J model in
the F -basis
Now back to the Bethe vector (6.7) of the quantum supersymmetric t-J model. As is shown
in Appendix B, the Bethe vector is invariant (module overall factor) under the exchange of
arbitrary spectral parameters:
Ω˜N(vσ(1), . . . , vσ(α)) =
1
cσ1...α
Ω˜N (v1, . . . , vα), σ ∈ Sα, (6.18)
where cσ1...α has the decomposition law
cσ
′σ
1...α = c
σ
σ′(1...α)c
σ′
1...α, (6.19)
and cσi1...α = ci i+1 ≡ c(vi, vi+1) for an elementary permutation σi.
This result is a generalization of that in [20, 21]. This invariance enables us to concentrate
on a particularly simple term in the sum (6.7) of the following form with p1 number of di = 1
and α− p1 number of dj = 2
C˜1(v1) . . . C˜1(vp1)C˜2(vp1+1) . . . C˜2(vα). (6.20)
In the F -basis, the commutation relation between Ci(v) and Cj(u), i.e. (B.4), becomes
C˜i(v)C˜j(u) = −
1
a(u, v)
C˜j(u)C˜i(v) +
b(u, v)
a(u, v)
C˜j(v)C˜i(u). (6.21)
Then using (6.21), all C˜1’s in (6.20) can be moved to the right of all C˜2’s, yielding
C˜1(v1) . . . C˜1(vp1)C˜2(vp1+1) . . . C˜2(vα) =
= g(v1, . . . , vα)C˜2(vp1+1) . . . C˜2(vα)C˜1(v1) . . . C˜1(vp1) + . . . , (6.22)
25
where g(v1, . . . , vα) =
∏p1
k=1
∏α
l=p1+1
(−1/a(vl, vk)) is the contribution from the first term of
(6.21) and “. . .” stands for other terms contributed by the second term of (6.21). It is easy
to see that these other terms have the form
C˜2(vσ(p1+1)) . . . C˜2(vσ(α))C˜1(vσ(1)) . . . C˜1(vσ(p1)), (6.23)
with σ ∈ Sα. Substituting (6.22) into the Bethe vector (6.7), we obtain
Ω˜p1N (v1, . . . , vα) = (Ω
(1)
α )
11...12...2
p1∏
k=1
α∏
l=p1+1
(
−
1
a(vl, vk)
)
× C˜2(vp1+1) . . . C˜2(vα)C˜1(v1) . . . C˜1(vp1)|vac〉+ . . . , (6.24)
where and below, we use the up-index p1 to denote the Bethe vector corresponding to the
quantum number p1. All other terms in (6.24) (denoted as “. . . ”) are to be obtained from
the first term by the permutation (exchange) symmetry. Then we have,
Ω˜p1N (v1, . . . , vα) =
=
1
p1!(α− p1)!
∑
σ∈Sα
cσ1...α(Ω
(1),σ
α )
11...12...2
p1∏
k=1
α∏
l=p1+1
(
−
1
a(vσ(l), vσ(k))
)
× C˜2(vσ(p1+1)) . . . C˜2(vσ(α))C˜1(vσ(1)) . . . C˜1(vσ(p1)) |vac〉 , (6.25)
where (Ω
(1),σ
α )11...12...2 ≡ (fˆσΩ
(1)
α )11...12...2 with fˆσ defined by (B.1) in the Appendix B.
We now show that (Ω
(1)
α )1...12...2 in (6.25), which has to be evaluated in the original basis,
is invariant (module an overall factor) under the action of the Uq(gl(2)) F -matrix, i.e.
(Ω(1)α )
11...12...2 = (t(c))−1(Ω˜(1)α )
11...12...2, (6.26)
where the scalar factor t(c) is
t(c) =
p1∏
j>i=1
(1 + c¯ij)
α∏
j>i=p1+1
(1 + c¯ij), c¯ij = c(vi, vj), (6.27)
so that it can be expressed in the form of (6.16).
Write the nested pseudo-vacuum vector in (6.4) as
|vac〉(1) ≡ |2 · · ·2〉(1), (6.28)
where the number of 2 is α. Then the nested Bethe vector (6.15) can be rewritten as
Ω(1)α (v
(1)
1 . . . v
(1)
p1
) ≡ |Ω(1)α 〉 =
∑
d1...dα
(Ω(1)α )
d1...dα |d1 . . . dα〉
(1). (6.29)
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Acting the Uq(gl(2)) F -matrix F
(1)
1...α from left on the above equation, we have
Ω˜(1)α (v
(1)
1 . . . v
(1)
p1
) ≡ |Ω˜(1)α 〉 = F
(1)
1...α|Ω
(1)
α 〉 =
∑
d1...dα
(Ω˜(1)α )
d1...dα |d1 . . . dα〉
(1). (6.30)
It follows that
(Ω˜(1)α )
1...12...2 = 〈1 . . . 12 . . . 2|Ω˜(1)α 〉 = 〈1 . . . 12 . . . 2|F
(1)
1...α|Ω
(1)
α 〉
= 〈1 . . . 12 . . . 2|
∑
σ∈Sα
∗∑
ασ(1)...ασ(α)
α∏
j=1
P
ασ(j)
σ(j) S¯
(1)(c, σ, ασ)R
σ
1...α|Ω
(1)
α 〉
(6.31)
= 〈1 . . . 12 . . . 2|


∗∑
ασ(1)...ασ(α)
α∏
j=1
P
ασ(j)
σ(j)


∣∣∣∣∣∣
σ=id
S¯(1)(c, σ, ασ)|Ω
(1)
α 〉
(6.32)
= t(c)〈1 . . . 12 . . . 2|Ω(1)α 〉 = t(c)(Ω
(1)
α )
1...12...2, (6.33)
where the scalar factor t(c) is given by (6.27).
Summarizing, we propose the following form of the Uq(gl(2|1)) Bethe vector
Ω˜p1N (v1, . . . , vα) =
=
1
p1!(α− p1)!
∑
σ∈Sα
cσ1...α
p1∏
i=1
α∏
j=p1+1
2 sinh(vσ(i) − vσ(j)) cosh η
sinh(vσ(i) − vσ(j) + η)
×B(1)p1 (v
(1)
1 , . . . , v
(1)
p1
|vσ(1), . . . , vσ(p1))
×
p1∏
k=1
α∏
l=p1+1
(
−
1
a(vσ(l), vσ(k))
)
C˜2(vσ(p1+1)) . . . C˜2(vσ(α))
× C˜1(vσ(1)) . . . C˜1(vσ(p1)) |vac〉 . (6.34)
Substituting (5.29) and (5.30) into the above relation, we finally have
Proposition 6 The nested Bethe vector of the quantum t− J model is given by
Ω˜p1N (v1, . . . , vα)
=
1
p1!(α− p1)!
∑
i1<...<ip1
∑
ip1+1<...<iα
Bα,p1(v1, . . . , vα; v
(1)
1 , . . . , v
(1)
p1
|zi1 , . . . , ziα)
×
α∏
j=p1+1
E2,3(ij)
p1∏
j=1
E1,3(ij) |vac〉, (6.35)
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where {i1, i2, . . . , ip1} ∩ {ip1+1, ip1+2, . . . , iα} = ∅ and
Bα,p1(v1, . . . , vα; v
(1)
1 , . . . , v
(1)
p1
|zi1 , . . . , ziα) =
=
∑
σ∈Sα
cσ1...α
p1∏
i=1
α∏
j=p1+1
2 sinh(vσ(i) − vσ(j)) cosh η
sinh(vσ(i) − vσ(j) + η)
×
p1∏
k=1
α∏
l=p1+1
(
−
sinh(vσ(l) − zik) sinh(vσ(l) − vσ(k) + η)
sinh(vσ(l) − vσ(k)) sinh(vσ(l) − zik + η)
)
×B∗α−p1(vσ(p1+1), . . . , vσ(α)|zip1+1 , . . . , ziα)
×B(1)p1 (v
(1)
1 , . . . , v
(1)
p1
|vσ(1), . . . , vσ(p1))B
∗
p1
(vσ(1), . . . , vσ(p1)|zi1, . . . , zip1 ).
(6.36)
Here the function B∗p(v1, . . . , vp|z1, . . . , zp) is given
B∗p(v1, . . . , vp|z1, . . . , zp) =
=
∑
σ∈Sp
sign(σ)
p∏
k=1
e−(vk−zσ(k)) sinh η
sinh(vk − zσ(k) + η)
p∏
l=k+1
2 sinh(vk − zσ(l)) cosh η
sinh(vk − zσ(l) + η)
.
(6.37)
7 Discussions
We have constructed the factorizing F -matrices for the supersymmetric model associated
with quantum superalgebra Uq(gl(m|n)) with generic m and n, which includes the quantum
supersymmetric t-J model as a special case. We have obtained the completely symmetric
representations for the creation operators of the model in the F -basis. Our results make
possible a complete resolution of the hierarchy of its nested Bethe vectors. As an example,
we have given the explicit expressions of the Bethe vectors of the quantum t − J model in
F -basis. Our results are new even for the special m = 0 case, which give the results of the
general model associated with Uq(gl(n)). (For m = 0 and n = 2, our results reduce to those
in [1].)
Authors in [22] solved the quantum inverse problem of the supersymmetric t-J model
in the original basis. Namely, they reconstructed the local operators (Ei,j(k)) in terms of op-
erators figuring in the gl(2|1) monodromy matrix. Their results should be generalizable to
the Uq(gl(2|1)) case. Then together with the results of the present paper in the F -basis one
should be able to get the exact representations of form factors and correlation functions of
28
the quantum supersymmetric t-J model. These are under investigation and results will be
reported elsewhere.
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Appendix A: Proof of Theorem 1
Proposition 2 allows one to derive the following equations:
(En+m−l,n+m)0...N = En+m−l,n+m + en+m−l,n+mq
∑l
k=1Hn+m−k
+
l−1∑
α=1
(1−q−2(−1)
[n+m−α]
)en+m−α,n+mEn+m−l,n+m−αq
∑α
k=1Hn+m−k ,
l = 1, . . . , n+m− 1, (A.1)
Pσc (En+m−l,n+m)0...N (P
σc)−1 = en+m−l,n+m + q
∑l
k=1 hn+m−k En+m−l,n+m
+
l−1∑
i=1
(1−q−2(−1)
[n+m−α]
)en+m−l,n+m−α q
∑α
k=1 hn+m−kEn+m−α,n+m,
l = 1, . . . , n+m− 1. (A.2)
Taking x = En+m−l,n+m and σ = σc and using (3.14), then (3.19) becomes
T (u) (En+m−l,n+m)0...N = P
σc (En+m−l,n+m)0...N (P
σc)−1 T (u). (A.3)
Substituting (3.20), (A.1) and (A.2) into the above equation, we have, for the L.H.S. of the
resulting relation,
L.H.S. =
n+m∑
i=1
(−1)([i]+[n+m−l])([n+m−l]+[n+m]+1)ei,n+mTi,n+m−l(u)q
∑l
k=1Hn+m−k
+
n+m∑
i,j=1
ei,j(−1)
[i]+[j]Ti,j(u)En+m−l,n+m
+
n+m∑
i=1
l−1∑
α=1
(1− q−2(−1)
[n+m−α]
)(−1)([i]+[n+m−α])([n+m−α]+[n+m]+1)
×ei,n+mTi,n+m−α(u)En+m−l,n+m−αq
∑α
k=1Hn+m−k . (A.4)
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Similarly for the R.H.S. of the resulting relation, we obtain
R.H.S. =
n+m∑
i,j=1
(−1)([n+m−l]+[n+m]+1)([i]+[j])q
∑l
k=1 hn+m−kei,jEn+m−l,n+mTi,j(u)
+
n+m∑
i=1
(−1)[n+m]+[i]en+m−l,iTn+m,i(u)
+
n+m∑
i=1
l−1∑
α=1
(1− q−2(−1)
[n+m−α]
)(−1)([n+m−α]+[i])([n+m−α]+[n+m]+1)
×en+m−l,n+m−αq
∑α
k=1 hn+m−ken+m−α,iEn+m−α,n+mTn+m−α,i(u). (A.5)
Comparing the coefficients of the en+m,n+m term on the both sides, we obtain
q−(−1)
[n+m]
En+m−l,n+m Tn+m,n+m(u) =
= Tn+m,n+m(u)En+m−l,n+m + Tn+m,n+m−l(u)q
∑l
k=1Hn+m−k
+
l−1∑
α=1
(1− q−2(−1)
[n+m−α]
)Tn+m,n+m−α(u)En+m−l,n+m−αq
∑α
k=1Hn+m−k , (A.6)
which leads to the recursive relation (3.37).
Appendix B: The exchange symmetry of the Bethe
vector
For the Bethe vector ΩN(v1, . . . , vα) of the quantum supersymmetric t-J model, we define
the exchange operator fˆσ = fˆσi1 . . . fˆσik by
fˆσΩN (v1, v2, . . . , vα) = ΩN (vσ(1), vσ(2), . . . , vσ(α)), (B.1)
where σ ∈ Sα, and {σi} are the elementary permutations of Sα.
We first study the exchange symmetry for the elementary exchange operator fˆσi which
exchanges the parameter vi and vi+1. Acting fˆσi on the Bethe vector of Uq(gl(2|1)) (6.7), we
have
fˆσiΩN (v1, v2, . . . , vα) = ΩN (v1, . . . , vi+1, vi, . . . , vα)
=
∑
d1,...,dα
(Ω(1),σiα )
d1...dαCd1(v1) . . . Cdi(vi+1)Cdi+1(vi) . . . Cdα(vα)|vac〉, (B.2)
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where {(Ω
(1),σi
α )d1...dα} are the vector components of the nested Bethe vector Ω
(1),σi
α con-
structed by the nested monodromy matrix
T (1),σi(u) = L(1)α (u, vα) . . . L
(1)
i+1(u, vi)L
(1)
i (u, vi+1) . . . L
(1)
1 (u, v1), (B.3)
where the local L-operator is defined by L
(1)
i (u, v) = r0i(u, v).
¿From the GYBE (3.15), one can derive the commutation relation between Ci(u) and
Cj(v), which is given by
Ci(u)Cj(v) =
∑
k,l
rˇ(u, v)klijCk(v)Cl(u). (B.4)
Here the braided r-matrix rˇ(u, v) ≡ Pr(u, v), P permutes the tensor product spaces of the
2-dimensional Uq(gl(2))-module. Then, by (B.4), (B.2) becomes
fˆσiΩN(v1, v2, . . . , vα) =
∑
d1,...,dα
(Ω(1),σiα )
d1...dαCd1(v1) . . .
×(rˇ(vi+1, vi))
k l
didi+1
Ck(vi)Cl(vi+1) . . . Cdα(vα)|vac〉. (B.5)
We now compute the action of (rˇ(vi+1, vi))
k l
didi+1
on (Ω(1),σi)d1...dα . One checks that rˇ-matrix
satisfies the YBE
rˇi i+1(vi+1, vi)L
(1)
i+1(u, vi)L
(1)
i (u, vi+1)
= L
(1)
i+1(u, vi+1)L
(1)
i (u, vi)rˇi i+1(vi+1, vi) . (B.6)
Therefore, acting rˇ on T (1),σi(u), we have
rˇi i+1(vi+1, vi)T
(1),σi(u) = T (1)(u)rˇi i+1(vi+1, vi). (B.7)
Thus, because
rˇi i+1(vi+1, vi) v2 ⊗ v2 = ci i+1(vi+1, vi)v2 ⊗ v2 =
1
ci i+1
v2 ⊗ v2,
we obtain ∑
didi+1
(rˇ(vi+1, vi))
k l
didi+1
(Ω(1),σiα )
d1...didi+1...dα =
1
ci i+1
(Ω(1)α )
d1...kl...dα . (B.8)
Changing the indices k, l to di, di+1, respectively, and substituting the above relation into
(B.5), we obtain the exchange symmetric relation of the Bethe vector of Uq(gl(2|1))
fˆσiΩN (v1, v2, . . . , vα) =
1
ci i+1
ΩN (v1, v2, . . . , vα), (B.9)
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for the elementary permutation operator σi.
It follows that under the action of the exchange operator fσ
fˆσΩN(v1, v2, . . . , vα) =
1
cσ1...α
ΩN(v1, v2, . . . , vα), (B.10)
where cσ1...α is defined in (6.19).
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